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High End
Endoscopy
system with
bronchosco
pe

1.1

3.1
And
4.1

High definition (HD+) endoscopy
and optical diagnosis have
become the new standard in
clinical care. The flexible HD
Video Endoscopy system is used
for diagnostic procedures for
visualization of epithelial surface
pitpattern and vascular Pattem.
HD Video Processor

Xenon light source

with inbuilt

High definition HD(l600*900 or
more) endoscopy and optical
diagnosis

have

become the

new standard in clinical care.
The flexible HD Video
Endoscopy system is used for
diagnostic procedures for
visualization of epithelial
surface pitpattern and
vascular Pattern.
HD Video Processor with
inbuilt Xenon light source or
LED.

website: https://ww',v.nph.nepalpolice.gov.np E-mail: nph.procurementsec@nepalpolice.gov.np
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4.1

(bullet 9)

4"1

(bullet 17)

4.2
(bullet 2)

The processor shall be able to

The processor shall be able to

record HD video and
audio within it.

record HD video

It shall have Xenon light
source as a main lamp having
life span of at least 500 hrs.

It shall have Xenon light or LED
source as a main lamp having life
span of at least 500 hrs for xenon

.

and 5000hrs for LED.
The watt of xenon/LED light source
is 300 watt"

It shall have 2nd generation

It shall have 2nd seneration
CCD
or CMOS mesaoixels
technology.i mIroved H D+
rmage qualrty.

CCD

or CMOS megapixels
technology improved HD +
( 1600*900 or more) image

oualitv.

4.2
(bullet 12)

4.5
(bullet 15)

3.

ENT
Treatment
Unit

It should have arotatable PVE
Connector by 180 degree to
avoid damage to LG Cable.

The system should have
USFDA and CE certification.

It should have a rotatable
PVE Connector by 180
degree or more degree to
avoid damage to LG Cable.
The system should have
USFDA and CE /T[IV
certification.
The unit should be CE
marked to European medical
devices directive or Japense
standard certificate and USFDA /TUV certificate must be
valid.

7.1

The unit should be CE
marked to European medical
devices directive or Japense
standard certificate and USFDA certificate must be valid.

8.1

Clinical and operational
training to the

Clinical and operational
training to the

Hospital"s Doctors/Physician
(at least 2

Hospital"s Doctors/Physician
(at least 2

doctors/physician),
paramedics minimum for one
month and repair &
maintenance training to
Biomedical Engineer/
technicians minimum for l5
days with certification.
Large instrument surface in2 or
more levels with Stainless steel
trays with dividers for keeping
Instruments with At least 2
Drawers for storage.

doctors/physician),
paramedics-2 minimum for
one month and repair &
maintenance training to
Biomedical Engineer/
technicians-2 minimum for
l5 days with certification.

4.1
(bullet 2)

4.1
(bullet 10)

Large instrument surface in 2 or
more levels with Stainless steel trays
with dividers for keeping
Instruments with At least 2 Drawers
for storage and one drawer should
have UV sterilization

ir-Uuiii Co.pressed air system

In-built Compressed air
for Medicament spray with a
system for Medicament spray
max pressure of+2.5 Bar
with a pressure of +2.2 Baror
(autoclavable bottle and sprayer more (autoclavable bottle and

Website: https://www.nph.nepalpolice.gov.np

E-rnail: nph.procurementsec@nepalpolice.gov.rrp
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4"5
(bullet 6)
5"

Complete Mini
PCNL

b,}ffi";1
Atr$.;,:"id

for both liquids and powder

sprayer for both liquids and
powder

Disposable Tips Qty-05pcs.

Disposable Tips Qty-l 00pcs.

Different sizes
Must submit CE and USFDA
approved product certifi cate

7.1

ffi:ffi-

Must submit CE and USFDA/TUV
approved product certificate
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